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Ibo Island Lodge

Overview
Ibo Island lies in the Quirimbas Archipelago of northern Mozambique.
Nominated for World Heritage status Ibo has been described as one of the
most unique and atmospheric islands in the world. Ibo Island Lodge was
built by the community, pioneering tourism development on Ibo. Today
either directly or indirectly, the lodge benefits a large part of Ibo's population.
Here your visit really does make a difference. Ibo offers pristine beach
excursions, snorkeling, sea kayaking, dhow sailing, birding, mangrove
forests, sumptuous seafood, romance, simplicity, tranquility and a
perspective that will change your life forever.

Room Information
All nine bedrooms are individual and feature a king size 4poster, or twin
hand crafted bed with crisp cotton linen and Indian silk throws. Some
rooms are sea facing, and some are garden facing. Ibo is a potential World
Heritage Site and therefore the rooms have been designed to incorporate
the original architecture of the buildings. All are individually designed and
unique. The wide verandas are furnished with hand crafted furniture and
soft cushions. All rooms are air-conditioned and also have ceiling fans. The
lodge has two swimming pools set in tropical gardens, an air-conditioned
lounge and private dinning room as well as a roof terrace restaurant with an
open-air lounge area for after dinner drinks under the stars. Luggage
restrictions: 15 kg of soft luggage including hand luggage.

Location: Ibo Island Lodge is
situated on the Indian Ocean
paradise of Ibo Island just 71
nm from mainland Pemba City,
northern Mozambique. UTF-8
Rating: 4/5
Hotel Features
Bar/Lounge
Laundry Facilities
Multilingual Staff
Room Features
Air Conditioning
Housekeeping
In-room Safe
Private Bathroom

Policies
Cancellation Policy:
In the event that the client cancels a reservation for what ever reason, the
company shall charge an administration fee and the supplier may well also
impose a cancellation fee, which could be up to 100% of the product price.
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